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Test  on Oracle database. 

Total Time Duration: 40 Minutes. 

Total Marks: 20   (1X20) 

 

Instruction: You will get a doc file name exam in your desktop. Answer all of them after each question in 

your doc file. You can connect to the database, using user name is test and password is t and 

tnsname/dbname is testdb.  

Q.01  What  is the main difference between Primary Key and Unique Key.  

Q.02  When/Where you must be use standby redolog file required. 

Q.03  Emptable table two column are Empid and salary. Write down in a single sql statement (Top-N 

 analysis ) Top 3 highest salary holder.  

  Q.04  What is second smallest unit name of oracle database, Oracle database can read and write. 

Q.05 You have department table and employee table, but some department has no employee. you  need 

 to display all data from both table in joining query. what type of table join you need in this 

 regards. 

Q.06  You have emptable table with data field name empid,  degid  but you company demanded a 

 output  where degid is 01, 05, 06 then display will be IT and degid is 03, 04, 10 then display will  be 

 Marketing Other will be Admin. Write down the SQL using oracle instr function. 

Q.07  Write down the oracle database open step and which step oracle database read oracle control  file. 

  Q.08  What is oracle ASM Template. 

Q.09  Alter diskgroup disk_group_name check; what will happen by executing this command. 

Q.10  What mandatory process must be start to take hot backup in oracle. 

  Q.11  What's the benefit of data guard broker. 

  Q.12  Write down  a literal character use  example in oracle select statement. 

Q.13  Is it possible to create a function without parameter in oracle? If possible Write a function 

 without parameter name test_function. when you execute the function It will return 0173. 

Q.14  When/where does FAL_SERVER parameter required in oracle database? 

Q.15  Database parameter set asm_power_limit=2  What does it indicate. 

Q.16  You have created an index by executing create index emp_empid on emptable (empid) what  type 

 of index you have created. 

Q.17  When does DB_FILE_NAME_CONVERT and LOG_FILE_NAME_CONVERT Parameter use? 

Q.18  What's the deference between DELETE AND TRUNCATE COMMAND. 

Q.19  Which view will help you to view sysdba and sysoper users list. 

Q.20  Emptable table two column are Empid and salary. how will you know in a single sql statement which   

Employee holds Highest salary.   
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